Date: January 24, 1996

To: HOLDERS OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SALARY SCHEDULE

R04 - Academic Support

CORRECTION TO PAY LETTER 95-10:

Pay Letter 95-10 announced a change in Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) category for the Student Service Professional 10 and 12 month classifications (class codes 3078 and 3079, respectively) effective November 1, 1995. These classifications were determined to be non-exempt, however, the distributed salary schedule incorrectly denoted the FLSA designation as “E” versus “N.” A corrected CSU salary schedule is attached. Please update your salary schedule accordingly.

General Information

As a reminder, pay letters are distributed to campus salary schedule coordinators and those coordinators are responsible for distributing the pay letters to specific personnel based upon campus need.

Salary schedule information is currently available to the campuses through CIRS. If you have any questions regarding changes to the CSU Salary Schedule, please contact Theresa Hines by calling (310) 985-2674.

CATHY ROBINSON, SR. DIRECTOR
HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION
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